A Mind Map by: Jonathan Bey
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The above icon indicates an interesting
NON-REQUIRED

Aside Offer of Knowledge
1
1
From time to time throughout this map you will find little jewels of wisdom, short ancillary excerpts which for
all intent and practical purpose is a fact or tidbit of knowledge which at this particular time is in actuality nongermane, yet never the less has been placed here as little gifts
for anyone
wishing to know the answer to
some of the more profound questions man has pondered throughout the ages.
1
1

ENERGY/PONDER
1
IF NOT NOW, THEN WHEN?
!
IF NOT ME, THEN WHO?
!
WHO, WHAT AND WHY ARE YOU
1
AND
WITH THIS BEING THE ONLY NOW YOU HAVE
WHERE DO YOU WISH TO GO FROM HERE
1
MOST OF US SPEND OUR DAYS TOILING TO MAKING SOME THINGS IN OUR LIFE, WHILE SOME SPEND THEIR DAYS STRIVING TO MAKE SOMETHING OF THEIR LIFE

1

1
IGNORANCE IS
SIMPLY NOT KNOWING
FOOLISHNESS IS NOT WANTING TO KNOW
LOST IS KNOWING YET PREFERRING TO REMAIN AS YOU ARE
1
KNOWING IS FREEDOM
1
EVEN A MAN WHILE IN BONDAGE CAN BE FREE
YET,
A FOOL CAN NEVER BE
1
Once one has been made aware there is a choice opportunity exists to decide what it is they wish to be:
1
SLAVE OR FREE
1
So, to be or not to be , that is YOUR question!
1
1

Pure Unadulterated/Unconditional Love,

The that which BESTOWS all which is.
All that is valuable in our human society is dependent upon the opportunity for the development of
the individual.
During the pursuit of truth, one must strive always to remember two simple facts:

Everything that can be counted does not necessarily count;
everything that counts cannot necessarily be counted.
In the year between my 12th. and 13th. birthday, I awoke from what I at first thought was an
extremely vivid dream. [I know better now.] While the vivid clarity of a phenomenal experience was
fresh in mind, I immediately set to words the following:

THIS IS

A MAP TO FREEDOM

•
Stages and phases are physiological mazes guiding us upward as do stepping stones to
a higher plain of mind.
•
•
The pace of a crawl following a fall is progressive from a walk and then a run.
•
•
But with elapsing time, perspective broadens in mind rendering us the endurance to
climb.
•
•
So Climb On.
•
Under times of extreme stress or pain, the above has helped me consistently. I’ve
drawn upon it as a source of strength continuously ever since. I think of it as my first Mental Time
Capsule, which I through my individuated stream of conciseness sent back to myself from a (more
enlighten) stage in my future time line to be used as a tool to assist me in reaching a more evolved
state of mind/being. From my personal experience, I believe that perhaps at least one successful
mind travel experiment has already occurred however, I have no
idea as of yet when that will take place.

1
As a rule, “WE" to our detriment have a tendency not to examine closely things which are given to us, nor wish to take the time required to find
for our selfs the truths we say we seek. We readily use such phrases as “ Seek & Ye Shall Find and The Truth Will Set You Free”, yet in reality all
too frequently we prefer to be provided and accept the “so called truth” by others who have taken the time to truly understand the meaning
behind such sayings as “Know They Self”. The most important aspect of this is that theses who have taken the time to learn the truth of who
they are recognized from doing so that their sheer survival depends upon you remaining convinced you are who they say you are.
1
I’ve often been accused of looking at issues to closely and by the same individual who make such statements I hear them also proclaim they
prefer to look at what they call "the bottom line". I however have found that by my examining things as they would put it “to closely” I have
come to see, recognize and know the bottom lines they’ve preferred to focus upon are most often merely well placed fabrications, allusions
crafted by others who have actually chosen to closely examine the real bottom line.
1
THE REAL BOTTOM LINE IS:
1

IF WE ALLOW
1

If you chose not to create your own agenda, you will undoubted be destined to live some one else's;

Good luck along your way and may GOD remain always with you. JONATHAN

1

one most likely crafted to serve another other than yourself.
1
11
1 What A Difference A word Makes

The following message manifested itself through me at age 12 and has been an inspiration to me ever since.

1
When identifying who you are you would need to use a proper non that actually denotes a National Sovereignty or a Nation State.
1
Most of us have never clarified our legal Status.
1

All things have a beginning.

We now know there's something wrong with this picture in that a human can only go 6 days (Not Five Months) without fresh water
and through physics we understand that if a ship of this size were to have a secondary cargo of drinking water onboard for each
man woman and child, THE SHIP WOULD SINK AT THE DOCK. Water is heavier than flesh and bone. That is one reason we float.

1
The redefining of the word BLACK from an adjective to a non and the development of operative classification as an attempt to scientifically identify a so called “Race”
did not simply come about on its own.
1

This mechanism like many “isms” was designed and invented as a vehicle to support and further very specific insidious agendas; tweaked and fine tuned as to appear
scientific, than deployed with the aim of being accepted as logical fact and vigorously utilized across vast a spectrum of social constructs.
1

The concept of there being a “Race” (a competition between opponents having a singular goal, defeating the opponent) was created as a deceptive device invented
by the following three Europeans:
1

•
•
•

François Bernier
Carl Linnaeus
Johann Friedrich Blumenbach

1
These three inventors of the popularly accepted “Race” paradigm [The world view underlying the theories and methodology of this so called “scientific” subject.]
defined within it Four Specific Classification Qualifiers.
1
The competitors were to be identified/classified by the following Four Elements: 1.) Skin Tone, 2.) Facial Features, 3.) Hair Texture and 4.) Cranial Size.
1

It is most important to grasp and understand the significance of these ethnic characteristic classifiers having nothing to do with National Origins nor geographical
ancestry of any sort.
1

It is also key to note that although the all of the above four fabricated qualifiers were established and available; since that time the subjects impacted upon most
negatively have historically been classified as Negro, Black or Collard (NBC) and other derivations within the U.S. Government Census Bureau’s Department of
Records and Vital Statistics and classified as such by a singular paradigm, skin tone.
1
•
François Bernier (1625 – 22 September 1688) Born at Joué-Etiau in Anjou was a French who proclaimed himself to be a physician, traveller and personal
physician of the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb for around 12 years during his stay in India. [Etymological Side Note from The Ayto Dictionary of Word Origins: The derivation of the
Mongolian Mughals (a Mongoloid population that share certain phenotypic traits) comes the term Mongrel: The etymological notion underlying mongrel is of a mixture. ‘ For the word goes back ultimately to “prehistoric”
Germanic base “mong-mix,‘ which also produced English, among and mingle. ] Bernier’s 1684 publication Nouvelle division de la terre par les différentes espèces ou races qui

l'habitent is considered the first published post-Classical classification of humans into distinct races. Bernier also wrote Travels in the Mughal Empire, which is
mainly about the reigns o Dara Shikoh and Aurangzeb. It is based on his own wanderings and observations.
1
•
Carl Linnaeus (23 May 1707 – 10 January 1778), was a Swedish botanist physician, and zoologist, who laid the foundations for the modern biological
naming scheme of binomial nomenclature which is [ a formal system of naming species of living things by giving each a name composed of two parts, both of which use Latin grammatical
forms, although they can be based on words from other languages. Such a name is called a binomial name (which may be shortened to just "binomial"), a binomen or a scientific name; more
informally it is also called a Latin name. Linnaeus is also known as the father of modern taxonomy [concerned with finding, describing and naming taxa (such as species of living
organisms

1

•
Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (11 May 1752 – 22 January 1840) was a German physician, naturalist, physiologist and anthropologist who was said to be
one of the first to explore the study of mankind as an aspect of natural history. His teachings in comparative anatomy were applied to the classification of what he
called human race’s’ of which he determined there to be five.
11
The importance of knowing your Nationality is knowing that as long as your are identified as having no Nationality, you have no standing in law because you are not in
your proper person.
1

The proper designation for the individuals who historically have been purposefully misidentified as NEGRO, COLORD, BLACK and other derivations which
have impacted negatively upon this group is: MOOR.
1
In greek it means BLACK, however the Greeks are not the originators of the word MOOR (The word is much much older).
1
So the question is when and why did the Greek Meaning Come about
1
In the Burba Languages Moors Means Land.
Etiology Is: The History, Origin and TRUE Meaning of word.
Language Labels:
A Semanticist would look at how the meaning came about over a period of centuries.
Moor:
Europeans never developed root words.
A term Transmigrated and Trans-enumerated from the word Miygread by the greeks.
In Greek Means Black
from the Indo-European term bhleg which comes from the transliterated Greek Term phlegein (the greek ph is transliterated from the Latin F…. Flagrare in laten)
Danish or Dutch balker
1
The Term Black is not based upon skin color, it is a LEGAL Status as is White which denotes those individuals as claiming themselves to be Sovereign/FREE Majority.

MINORITY - OR LIKE A MINOR IS CONSIDERED INCOMPETENT, unable to represent themselves or CIVILITER MORTUUS. Civilly i.e. Dead;
One who is considered as if he were naturally dead, so far as his rights are concerned.. Dead In The Eyes of The Law
Let’s start way back; to a point few have ever gone to examine the facts from the beginning.
I
I
UNRAVELING THE LIE TO REVEAL THE TRUTH REQUIRES
EXAMINING THE FACT FROM THE BEGINNING

Where Were They Being Taken From?

START
THE FIRST BRITISH SLAVE SHIP TRANSPORTING MOORS ALONG A COAST LINE CAPTAINED BY SIR JOHN HAWKINS DEPARTING ENGLAND ENROUT SIERRA LEONE IN
OCTOBER OF THE YEAR 1562 WHERE IT HAS BEEN SAID WOULD BEGIN A CAPTIVITY OF 3-5 HUNDRED SLAVES WAS: CHRISTENED THE GOOD SHIP

INTRODUCTION

JESUS…..
1

HISTORY AND CONDITION
OF
EVIL IN HIGH PLACES VS. BENEFACTORS OF THE BENEVOLENT FORCED OF UNIVERSAL HARMONY
A Retrospective Analyses
Re.: The State, Current Condition And Plausible Future Mental, Physical And Spiritual Realities

START HERE!

A Comprehensible Schematic
of
The Municipalities
Governing
Universal Law & Order

The Actual Fact Is: You've Been Hoodwinked! The Scientific Fact is: A human can not go more than about five to six
days without fresh drinkable water before the Electrological Imbalance
becomes non-life-sustaining. So, the fact is: Such a trip lasting 2-3
(often 5) months minimum is SCIENTIFICALLY

Through the grace of The ONE GOD above, creator of all, all
wrongs shall be up righted as our collective thoughts are
raised through the awakening of our spiritual intuit.

IMPOSSIBLE! Understanding that Diarrhea, Sweating, and other
expending of bodily fluids by normally expected natural means by
humans in such an environment and condition e.g. Vomiting, helps
one to appreciate unlikely the old story (which mostly goes
unchallenged) is. Some Men and Women were in fact brought from
“The Continent”, however most of those who were enslaved were
indigenous inhabitance/Sovereign ( American ) Aborigines. …Click To

Respectfully I ask each reader to sojourn with me (Iam A.
Moor, A Most Humble and Simplest of ALL Servants) into our
ordained duty as a Noble People
to resolve the myths, mysteries and circumstances now
plaguing mankind;
claim and take possession of our inheritance,
infinite wisdoms
with all titles, powers and responsibilities
of
Our Rightful Nobility

GEORGE
WASHINGTON'S LETTER
READ

and when doing so, stake special notice of George Washington's
Statement: " The encouragement which Your Majesty has been
pleased, generously, to give

The identifier JONATHAN

R. SMITH was a titled or name placed upon the
individual we now known and understood to be: Jonathan Bey the same
which is creator of this document. MAY PEACE BE WITH YOU

A CALL TO ACTION: As our Collaborative Collectives Maturate,
understand significant opposition will come from Brothers and Sisters who
have been lying in the fraternal beds of European Freemasonry and eating
previously prepared Greek-Roman meals of these Fraternities and their
Sororities. Know, not withstanding, the gods of Europe, created by their
forefathers for their earthly salvation. With their gods made of shadow of
thoughts, they possess no ears to hear, no eyes to see, no heart to
sympathize and no powers with which to save. Freemasonry, though not a
religion, is guised to the majority as a synonym of their Church and
Christianity by those that accept their teachings. Yet, none of it was
designed with the freedom of Africans in mind. If it were, the true majority
would be free long before now. Evidence of this exists today in the form of
sixty million Moorish who still believe they are Negro, Black and Colored
(NBC) and yes, even African American. From Prince Hall of the first Negro
Masonic Order to the present day Grand Moorish Masonic Temples whom
have been claiming to be Free, Ancient and Accepted while remaining
Nationless, without autonomy and no power to save. Truth be told, no one
is independent while flying another man’s flag.

your dominions

to our commerce with
,"
And,
yes, it would only be reasonable to understand that such NEW
INFORMATION may require some further degree of verification (in that
it runs to contrary to popular understanding, as do many truth). The
1787 Treaty of Peace of Friendship Between what was (America a
derivation of A Morocco) The Moroccan (American) Empire (With its
Capital being in New York where still to this day stand the Empire
STATE’s Building) and the new fledgling United States (of Americans/
of A-Moroccan or of The Americas or of The Maracas ) may be of
value in providing that further required documentation in support of
these facts.

HERE AND NOW YOU ARE BEING OFFERED ONLY TRUTH AND

F R E E D O MI
I

Peace & Love Naturally Follows Truth & Justice
II

FOR YOUR OWN PROTECTION
EXPECT NOTHING MIRACULOUS TO CHANGE THE HEARTS
OF THOSE WHO THROUGHOUT HISTORY HAVE ONLY
DEMONSTRATED FEAR AND HATE TOWARD YOU.
AS YOU PROCEED ALONG THIS MIND MAP
YOU WILL FIND AS THE TRUTH IS REVEALED
THE PATH TO THE CHANGE YOU HOPE AND WISH TO SEE
IS BOTH POSSIBLE AND AWAITING
WITHIN
YOU

SEEING THE MAN IN THE MIROR

THE METAPHYSICAL EQUIVALENCE
OF
ID, EGO AND THE SUPER EGO
IS
THE SELF, SOUL AND SPRIT

”ENSLAVED MAN”, UPWARD TRANSCENDENCE, INNER CREATIONS GODLY REVOLUTIONS INFINITY

Whenever the term “slave” inside quotes is used as it is here,
it is denoting its most common colloquial use
with an understanding that
its original true etymological meaning which is a very different definition
and
one that actuality can not be used in connection with
HUMANS OF COLOR
(Explanation Forthcoming)

FLESH & BONE
THE BENEVOLENT FACTION

BRICK & STONE
THE MALEVOLENT FACTIONS
ARMYS OF DARKNESS
Investments In Tangible Commodities

LEGIONS OF LIGHT
The Investment In Humanity

IN PHYSICAL REALITY THERE ARE ONLY TWO TYPE OF PEOPLE
EITHER
CONSUMER “SLAVE” OR MASTER INVESTOR

MOORISH LEGACY
!
Gorilla Warfare

PATHOLOGIES
1
of
!

THE TERM MASTER INVESTOR MAY RELATE TO ANYTHING OBTAINABLE
ANYTHING: FROM REAL ESTATE, TO TIME ACQUIRING KNOWLEDGE

THE MESONIC AGENDA
!

OFTEN DISTINGUISHABLE BY THOSE IN THE RUT AND THOSES THAT ARE NOT

Psychological Warfare

THE IRON HAND OF OPPRESSION
.
FEUDALISTIC EXTRATERRESTRIAL REPTILIAN FASCIS

II
VS.

THE TRUE LAMP OF ILLUMINATION

The following is how the story is told by some.

PRE-HISTORY / BEFORE MAN"KIND'S"
CREATION

GENESES OF THE TWO PARTY SYSTEM

Feuding Factions Allied
THE SYRIANS
I
aka: THE VICIOUS KANOS EMPIRE
I
Inhabitants of Sirius, aka: The Dog Star
I
(K-9 Cannibals)

THE MONITORS

Sirius is the brightest object in the constellation Canis
Major
Located approximately 8.6 light-years distant from Earth

THE QUEENS' MONITORS

THE QUEENS' MONITORS

THE QUEENS' MONITORS

THE QUEENS' MONITORS

The Feudalistic Kingdom of ARI-ANS (Synonymous with: ORION
EMPIRE) was desirous of expanding their territories. From within arose an
ultra elitist groups of Queens known as the SSS-TA
(out of which derives the terms Satin of The Ancient Hebraic Tora and the therm
assigned to the Ultra-NEOCONS of Germany,

I

Home of An Extremely Elite Group of Warriors
I
The D-Ks of War (Pronounced "Duks")
I
[Ref. Pronunciation Note: In ancient times there were no voles]
GREEK BY NO MEANS QUALIFIES AS AN ANCIENT AN DILECT

THE SS aka: Nazi / The SchutzStaffel

G
Canicula or Sothis
[Latin Srius, from Greek Seirios, from seirios, burning.]

[THE TRUE ETYMOLOGY OF THE TERM ARYAN]

King ANU assigned his son Prince ENLIL to Manage Earth Operations,
a job Prince ENLIL did not particularly desire.

Prince ENLIL was the Commander of ENLIL's elite group of soldiers called
!

The ANUN-NAKI
1

(Meaning ANUN’s Favored, or Special Squad)
1I

The Anunnaki being celebrated warriors favored by the king himself as valuable militarily
felt it dishonorable and demeaning to be appointed tasks as laborers.
!
With a possible revolt at hand ANU sent down ENLIL’s siblings and
!

Master Geneticists
(Life Creators)

SPYS AND, TRADERS AND OPPORTUNISTS

1
THE FEUDAL LORDS BEGAN TO COMPETE AMONGST
ONE ANOTHER TO BE FAVORED BY THE ARI-ANS QUEENS
1
THE ONE FOUND TO BE MOST FAVORED IN THE EYES OF THE QUEENS
WAS THE SYRIAN FEUDAL LORD

ANU

THIS WAS BECAUSE ANU HAD DISCOVERED A SOLAR-SYSTEM CONTAINING
A PLANET ABUNDANT WITH THE HIGHLY VALUED METALLIC ELEMENT GOLD
A NATURAL MINERAL RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR ARI-ANS TECHNOLOGIES
THE QUEEN SYNDICATE GRANTED ANU PERMISSION TO
KILL HIS COMPETITION AND THAKE RULERSHIP OVER SIRIUS
I

THE PLANET DISCOVERED WAS
EARTH

THE TERM SOLAR-SYSTEM SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD
AS BEING SYNONYMOUS WITH THE TERM KINGDOM
(AS IN: THEY KINDOM COME THEY WILL BE DONE)

An

additional interstellar species was also
very interested in capitalizing on the Empire's
windfall. This extremely intelligent group with
telepathic and powerful telekinetic abilities was
also extraordinarily calculative persuasive, so
much so they were able to persuade the
Empire to allow them to serve by posing as
engineers and product control accountants (for
which the were highly suited because of their
innately advance mathematical knowledge,
while in reality having as their primary function
the task of monitoring the overall oppressions
and affairs for the Queens.

!
Prince EA and Princes NINHURSAG
!
(who The Earliest Sumerians Sanskrit Record as having given birth to (created) the god Nazi)
!
[Modern History Note: Hitler and his Nazi Party was fixated with the Nazi and recovering the Secrets of the Anunnaki Nazi]

The First Beast
1

(666)
!
The Geneticists Created To Assume The
Anunnaki’s Mind Laboring Responsibilities
1
AS A MEANS TO AVOID THE REVOLT
AND MEET THE EMPIRE’S TECHNOLOGICAL NEEDS
WAS
1

THE ADAPA
!
The etymological genesis of the words:
1
ADAPT AND APE

LIFE CREATION VIA THE EQUAL KNOWLEDGE
1
OF ENILI AND NINHURSAG CAME BALANCED
YEN & YANG

MAN’S GENESES

THE EVENTS OF THE FITST MAJOR OCCURRENCE
1

THE QUEENS' MONITORS are the same as those
who many now today refer to as: THE GRAYS

The dynamics leading up to and causing

The Adapa’s Genetic Paradigm Shift
I
According to law the first child of ANU, Prince ENLIL was to be in charge on
Earth however as stated before, ENLIL was not desirous of the job. While on the other hand ENLIL’s younger brother Prince Na, because he created the ADAPA
with the aid of his sister, Ea felt it should be he who should be ruler and manage the mining operations.
That arrangement however was not customary.
A further major matter of contention was that Prince Enlil did not want
under any circumstances the Adapa further evolved in any manner,
wherein Ea very much wanted his creation (The Adapa) to be more adept and possess much higher attributes.
I
The First Evolution Toward Human
1
Prince Ea and his sister Princes Ninhursag had a special relationship with a group known as the (winged) ANKHELES (Billions of years more evolved multidimensional a
entities very aviale like in appearance which existed between our dimension’s conceptual objective reality and a higher transcendent spiritual)
Etymological genesis of the terms ANK (aka: ONK) and Angle
As a result of Ea and Ninhursag requesting The Ankheles assistance in the matter of (a selected group of) the Adapa’s evolution. these Adapa were provided the genetic (code)
for Passion without which they were not much more than biological robots able only to follow repudiative rudimentary commands, perfect for laboring but nothing more.
[I

I THINK THEREFOR I AM
I

THE GREAT PYRAMID
Technical Construction

!
The accuracy and the precision of the Great Pyramid both at the level
of individual blocks, and as a whole, are without precedent. Modern
day engineers are now only able to postulate as to how the structure
was constructed (via Acoustic Gravitation Displacement i.e.:
Levitation) . The tools described as necessary for the cutting of stone
and the positioning of stone have never been found nor are they
referred to in ancient records. The precise cutting of granite, including
precise interior surfaces, requires highly complex industrial
technologies. It is now also postulated that because it is known that
the structure’s most distal surface layer was polished more precisely
than today’s micro-optical technology are capable of polishing contact
lenses, the use Nano-technology would at a minimum be required to
work at these virtual multidimensional subatomic levels. The raising
and exact positioning of granite blocks as heavy as 80 tons to heights
as much as 300 feet above grade would require understanding of
technologies millenniums beyond our current state of the art.
Certainly far beyond the capacity of wooden structures and human
laborers. The entire exact positioning of every aspect of the structure
is so accurate that modern, surveying, optical equipment would fall
far short of having the capability of replicating.

IN KEEPING WITH THE FEUDAL CORPORATE SYSTEM
EARTH BECAME THE THRONE AND CROWN JEWEL OF OUR SOLAR-SYSTEM
WHICH CARRIED WITH IT FTUDAL BY-LAWS OF POWER
OVER ALL OTHER COMMODITIES WITHIN THE SYSTEM
CONTROL OVER ALL PLANETS
ALL REAL ESTATE AND MINERAL RIGHTS
WITHIN THE GALACTIC MILKY-WAY SYSTEM
CONSEQUENTIALLY RESULTING IN A SUBSTANTIAL CLUSTERING OF
EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTERESTS
IN THE PLANET EARTH

King ANUN’s micro-radiation fueled starship Neburu was powered via a shaft (now known as the King’s Chamber within the structures we
now call
!

The Great Pyramid of Giza

The interior fit of stones in the Kings Chamber (BEAM SHAFT) and
Great Gallery constructed without the use of any sealing mortar was
found to have been absolutely watertight (another impossible
achievement via any near-future construction technologies).
I
Although archeologists or any other scientists certainly had no way of
understanding the now very apparent configuration and functionality
of these highly advanced technological structures prior us entering our
Nuclear era, the standing fact that no mummified remains were ever
found in any Giza Pyramids undoubtedly clarifies the disingenuous
nature of Today’s Generation of the same Arrogant Ruling Power
Elitists’ official line that the pyramids were simply mummy tombs
constructed by slave rolling monolithic stones weighing upwards of
80 tons up soft wooden planked ramps should be considered at
minimum offensive. (Ref.)

The effusion of the Passion Gene (activation of the Pineal Gland) and receipt of the Spirit and Consciousness of Self
resulted in a far more improved and evolved corp group known as

THE "ISESU" - THE ANOINTED ONES
who were later referred to as “ADOM"
a linguistic portmanteau using the letters AD from ADAPA
and the word “OM” which represents a resonance vibration of specific Sound’s Harmonic Frequency considered by many Earth
cultures to be quite mystical and is the most sacred mantras (man/sound) appearing at the beginning and end of most Sanskrit
recitations, prayers and texts.
1

CLICK THIS LINK Alexander iii (the great) of
Macedon (20/21 July 356 – 10/11 June 323 BC)

ISESU

the etymological genesis of the sound JUSUS, which much much later in history was modified by the Tetragrammaton as
1

YHWH

Serapis continued to increase in popularity during the Roman period, often replacing Osiris as the consort of Isis in temples
outside Egypt. In 389, a mob led by the Patriarch Theophilus of Alexandria destroyed the Alexandrian Serapeum, but the cult
survived until ALL forms of religion other than Nicene Christianity were suppressed or abolished under Theodosius I in 391.
The original Nicene Creed was first adopted in 325 at the First Council of Nicaea. At that time, the text ended after the words
"We believe in the Holy Spirit", after which ananathema was added.[15] (For other differences, see Comparison between Creed
of 325 and Creed of 381,
below.)
..
The Coptic Church has the tradition that the original creed was authored by Pope Athanasius I of Alexandria. F.J.A. Hort and
Adolf Harnack argued that the Nicene creed was the local creed of Caesarea (an important center of Early Christianity) brought
to the council by Eusebius of Caesarea. J.N.D. Kelly sees as its basis a baptismal creed of the Syro-Phoenician family, related
to (but not dependent on) the creed cited by Cyril of Jerusalem and to the creed of Eusebius.
Soon after the Council of Nicaea, new formulae of faith were composed, most of them variations of the Nicene Symbol, to
counter new phases of Arianism. The Catholic Encyclopedia identifies at least four before the Council of Sardica (341), where a
new form was presented and inserted in the Acts of the Council, though it was not agreed on.

i
This also allows us to appreciate more appropriately the relationship of and use of the term:
1
PASSION OF CRIST
&
The PASSION of The Master Profit Issa in the Caron.
1
The significance of which each will become much more apparent as we explore in greater detail

i

THE CREATION OF THE BIBLE MYTH
11
with all of its related nefarious reasons objectives

the world's most famous, promoted, elaborate and effective hoax.
1
Although the above statement is understandably extremely offensive to many,
that is not the intent of this work.
TRUTH however is, and your completion of this material will unlock,
expose and reveal to you all of the answer to each and every one of the most important situations you will EVER face!

Not only did mathematical symbolization hold significant metaphysical properties of
interest to Hitler’s Nazi regime, they were equally fanatical on the matter unlocking the
symbols secondary significants in an effort to rediscover the occult formally of alchemy.
These pursuits were all part of a design to reacquire and reestablish an understanding and
mastery of forgotten methodologies in connection with the development of lost military
technologies before that of their competing Global Factions which in most cases were
being funded by different branches of the same Banking Sources.

It is also again important to note here that although much of what is being detailed at this point in our timeline may appear to be Science-fiction, it will become very apparent that it is not.

SARAPIS (Alexander's Lover) aka:

During the course of these events EA also had a son

LAGOS (THE RABBIT)
M. CONCUBINE?

MARDUK

THE MASTER
MASONS

The Pleiadians’

EXODOS

1

In addition to expanding the ADAPA’s minds via the
The ANK, now pronounced Aunk or Onk was not a
religious nor spiritual device, it was a technological
device used to imprint Forbidden Knowledge into the
ISSEU who had received the anointing or the gene
which unlocked the pineal gland so souls may enter.
i
Because of this act Prince EA would from this point
forward known for an be associated with the
(unauthorized) used of the ARI-ANS, SSS-TA Queens'
christen mind-manipulation technology and the ANK
activated and utilized via the ANK. And it was for this
reason that point Prince AE would be now referred to
as EUKI
A note regarding the true etymological geneses of the
term EUREKA: "This is the source word from

which we linguistically received the word
EUREKA, a word denoting having
RECEIVED an
"Epiphany" - or having
RECEIVED a sudden Revelation, which is
in itself [as you will come to see] is
interestingly very much related to the
Christ myth's story of the Manifestation,
Vision, or Revelation of Christ The Savior
being placed by God into the minds of the
Three Openminded Gentiles as was
represented by the Myth of the Magi (The
"3" Wise Men in Matthew 2:1-12)
[As you will see, the number
"3" will be used
throughout the Bible as a literary thematic device; of
which the significance of will be explained thoroughly
herein during the course of clear and detailed analysts
of the individuals who crafted the Brain Washing
Device many now refer to as their Holy The Bible, a
compilation of “scriptures” believed to contain the
infallible WORDS OF GOD, as well as those of his
Son and those of the individuals who proclaimed
themselves to be faithful Christian disciple.]

The Savior Christ

PHILIP OF MACEDONIA
M. OLYMPIAS & PHILINNA
_________________|_________________
|
|

ORION EMPIRE’s quarts (mine altering) technology, the
Geneticists also told the ADAPA where they came from and
because of his caring for them gave them a liberty of sorts.
He told them that although he was not in a position to free
them he made them aware of the fact that their very limited
and controlled mating sessions were as of that point forward
no longer restricted to the ridged confines of a scientifically
controlled genetic slave creation process. The bestowing of
the sexually liberating new pleasurable freedom to mate
came along with only the condition from EA that his brother
Prince ENLIL not be made aware of any of the events
which had transpired.
!
Following the anointing of man’s progenitors [Hue Man
and Man Kind alike] the ADAPA, and the corp group
selected to be provided the Occult or Hidden Knowledge
now referred to as The ISESU and than ADOM
(collectively) were as result of these events now along with
their creator the Master Geneticists and former Prince EA
now referred to as EUKI (Pronounced as the combination of
his former name EA his and UN the mind expansion tool
used to instill the corp group of ADAPAs the hidden
knowledge following their anointing, along with the letter
”i” as in I am that I am.) were now all considered
ABOMINATIONS by the ADAPA’s originally assigned
Ruler, the King’s other son, EUKI’s older brother ENLIL
who because of these event was on a furious rampage to
confront his brother and destroy what he considered to be
the ABOMINATIONS.
i
With this being the case the scientist needing to hide
himself and his selected corp group of genetically enhanced
creations who were now truly sentient, EUKI took them to
the Pleiades, a cluster of planetary bodies in what we call
the constellation of Taurus. There, following addition
experimentation, modifications and enhancements the
ISSAs or anointed ones became the extraterrestrial many
refer to as the as Pleiadians

THE SACRIFICE

AND SAVIORS

With ENLIL (annihilating )
genocide of the ADAPS some of the
enlighten and anointed IESU remain
opposed to fleeing to the Pleiades
with hopes of being able to assist by
hiding (saving) the ADAPA (family
members) survive.
Some of the
hidden still remain to this day (now
referred to by many names
Sasquatch, Yeti, Bigfoot etc. )
The killing continued and many
were recaptured and returned as
slaves (now guarded by The ANUNAKI). However since there still
remained a need for a more perfect
mining slave ENLIL used the mind
technology as a reprogramed
mechanism, forbid his brother’s
name for ever being again spoken
and replaced it with the name BAL
which was later modified to D’BAL
which was seared with an
association of fear horror into the
minds of all who were recaptured.
Latin diabolus. (from which
derived the word diabolic,
diabolical) This in turn was
borrowed from Ancient Greek
diábolos which etymologically
these terms eventually
deviated in to the word DEVIL.
And as a mind control reversal
mechanism used the device of
having the ADAPA
from that
point forward refer to him as
GAD which is the true
etymological root of the term

God.
So, as now can be seen at this
point, the little that has been
exposed thus far is completely
backward from what we have
been told in the Biblical
mythology regarding which
(entity at the beginning of man)
of the two [God and the Devil] is
Good and which is Evil.
And although Gad’s younger
brother now known as D’BAL
was not perfect by any stretch of
the imagination, he did create,
enlighten and save us.
But the most significant aspect of
our legacy is since he was now
henceforth and forever banished
b y h i s b r o t h e r, h e , t h e
Geneticists to spite his brother
mixed his own blood with the
enlighten ISSEU. That act in
effect by law made the ISSEU
rightful bloodline inheritor of
Earth and in-turn all of the other
real-estate/planets within our
solar system as well.

Development of The Two Party
System
AND
The Rockefeller/Rothschild
Connection
THROUGH CALCULATIVE
PATIENCE OPPORTUNITY
ARISES
1
1

With the Monitors extraordinary
calculative prowess and a keen
understanding of the nature of the
Syrian’s psychosocial pathologies,
they new it was simply a matter of
time before the natural unfolding of
circumstances would present an
opportunity worth capitalizing upon.
1
Recognizing that opportunity was now
at hand, with the Monitors

persuasiveness they were easily
able convinced EUKI's son
MARDUK that was pass time
that he due the honorable thing,
avenge his father’s banishment.
Manipulatively playing both ends
against the middle and inflating
MARDUK’s ego the Monitors
convince him to take advantage of
their benevolent willingness to
assist in the matter of convince the
ANUN-NAKI (who were already on
the edge of revolt) to side with him
and ensure the success of a coup
d'état to overthrow his Uncle and
seas control of the regime, while at
the same time advising the ARIANS SSS-TA (aka: QUEENS OF
ORION) that the Syrians and their
ANUN-NAKI warlords were totally
out of control with while assuring
the Queens that they (the Monitors)
had a foolproof plan and the ability
to squelch the rebellion, restore
order and operations of the mine
and increasing operation’s
productivity higher than ever
before.
So, now as the Empire's Senior
Management over Earth Affairs, in
addition to ousting the Syrians, the
Monitors’ plan called for the
reinventing or as they presented it
“reestablishing” a New Two Party
Operational System to replace the
failed system and assure ensure
optimum efficiently under their full
and stable control. Having no
interest in what they considered
tribal squabbling, The Queens
interests were solely that of the
bottom line with no desire of being
burdened by the minutia of
technicalities involved in bringing
about their desired effect.
In their capacity as the Queens
loyal architects overseeing the
Pyramid engineers, they were the
primogenitors f the Master
Masons; and in their previous
positions as product accounts and
mine operations monitors they were
Totally FREE (unlike others) to
rome and move about FREELY at
will any where they wish (similar to
that of the Nazi Germany’s SS) and
did under the full DIRECT Authority
of the EMPIRE.
The divisions or wings of the New
Two Party System designed and
established by the Queen’s Free
Masons were given the names the
RACKA-PHARAOHS and the
RACKA- SHIELDS from which
came the derivations Rockefeller
and Rothschild.

ATUM/RA's FAMILY
or The Egyptian
TREE of QUALITIES

While continuing in your close study of this material try your best to
understand and keep in mind the importance of the fact that much of
what may reside within your often very sensitive Psycho-visceral
perceptions of the world are simply deep seated inner feelings which
have been through design carefully planted in your psyche (the totality of
the human mind, conscious, and unconscious) which through very
honest close inspection and thoughtful analysis will be found to have
very little to no substantive foundation in any intellectual facts of the
subject matter(s) of which you have unfortunately been TRAINED to
react very emotionally toward. I mention this here because in Part 2 of
this Mind Map I have created for you, you will be provided a certain very
important and KEY set of truths which if studied well will assuredly reveal
to a full and near-complete understanding of how many things such as
the Bible (as most know it) came into being in 1611 A.D. With this
information you are about to be provided, it is critical that you also
understand and keep in your opened mind that it is "never" good to throw
the Baby out with the Bathwater in that, although you will undoubtedly
come to find that most of what you were taught regarding these matters
is in reality extremely different from the original information, facts and
material matter that was its source and used as a base to create the
myths you have come to believe wholeheartedly in and that the original
information from which those myths were derived will itself contain very
valuably important facts that you should know and understand to be the
actual truths you were never never before allowed to know. An example
of this would be, if one were to say that the figure in the Bible you know
and understand to be Jesus was uses as a literary too to create
allegorical mythos, that in know manner should be misconstrued in any
manner to mean there was no real individual named Jesus who was in
fact was what many believe him to be or to have been. What it simply
means is that you at this time may not actually have any clue as to who
Jesus really was or how it came about to be that he would be utilized as
a literary figure in matter as utilized or stated to be within the Bible (as
most have come to know it), the same which came into existence in
1611 A.D. via King James Stewart's revision of his mother's
Bishopp's Bible (Mary, Queen of Scots (7/8 December 1542 – 8
February 1587), also known as Mary Stuart Queen of Scotland and
queen consort of France who's throne was abdicated following her
execution and appointment of her year old son James as king.)
Also, for those of you who may have been brought up under Western
Christian Judaean doctrines, you have been indoctrinated into a faith of
The Verbal Plenary Inspirations of The Scriptures which in essence
means that EVERY WORD (verbal) written by the original writers, in their
totality (plenary), were breathed in (inspired) the writers by Devine
influence. Wherein it is most important to understand that although this
may be true as it may relate to the ORIGINAL writers or scribbliest, the
scriptures they produced should not be mistaken as being the
same as those found in what you have come to know as being the
"scriptures". And, since you are reading this, it is evidently time you
came to understand the following material facts: Here I will give
you a couple brief examples:

|
PTOLEMY SOTER 1

M. BERENICE
|
PTOLEMY PHILADELPHUS 2
M. ARSINOE
M. CONCUBINE?
|
PTOLEMY EUERGETES 3
M. BERENICE
|
PTOLEMY PHILOPATER 4
M. ARSINOE 3
|
PTOLEMY EPIPHANES 5
M. CLEOPATRA 1
|
PTOLEMY PHYSICON 7
M. CLEOPATRA 2
M. CLEOPATRA 3
|
PTOLEMY LATHYRUS 8
M. CLEOPATRA 4
|
PTOLEMY AULETES 11
M. EUPATRA, DAUGHTER OF MITHERIDATES
_________________|_________________
|
|
ARSINOE
CLEOPATRA
M. MENNEUS

|

Ptolemy I Soter I (Ancient Greek: Πτολεμαῖος Σωτήρ, Ptolemaĩos Sōtḗr, i.e. Ptolemy (pronounced /ˈtɒləmi/) the Savior), also

known as Ptolemy Lagides,[1] c. 367 BC – c. 283 BC, was a Macedonian general under Alexander the Great, who became ruler of
Egypt (323–283 BC) and founder of both the Ptolemaic Kingdom and the Ptolemaic Dynasty. In 305/4 BC he proclaimed himself as
the first Greek Egyptian Farrow (taking the Egyptian name Meryamun Setepenre, which means “Beloved of Amun (Amun means
God) Chosen of Ra(Ra means God) Following this Ptolemy created a GOD he named: Serapis that was to be worshiped

by both the Greeks and Egyptians alike

Side Note: Remember, simply because someone has changed a story is
not evidence that a story never existed!

EMPORER CONSTANTINE 1 (THE GREAT)

H
Here are a couple facts which more than likely you (if you, like the

majority have receive most of what you believe to be truth from a
Government Controlled Environment) have never until now been allowed
to know. Some of the information and name may be familiar, but the
connection of the underlying important key acts have been kept from

SO HERE WE GO

Long Long Ago in the year 332 BC or closely thereabouts lived a

ruler by the name of Phillip (of Macedonia/of Macedon, Greek:
Φίλιππος Β' ὁ Μακεδών – φίλος phílos, "friend" + ἵππος híppos, "horse"
— transliterated Philippos ; 382–336 BC) a king (baseless) of the
Greek kingdom of Macedon from 359 BC until his assassination (by his
wife) in 336 BC. Philippos was the father of the individual you have

been Trained to refer to as Alexander The Great, Philip III, Phillip
of Macedonia, who at the age of 20 succeeded his father who had
created the revolution which brought all of Macedonia under one Military
Rulership which Alexander proved himself fit to command as a rather
remarkably able and ruthless strategists through is many CONQUESTS
battles and conquests such as that over the Prussian Powers and
Ancient Mesopotamia which included Kemet or as it is better known
Egypt. Now,…. the reason this particular historical figure stands out as
being of such significant importance to or study of these subjects and for
that matter Earth History in general is that [that is where is STORY
began] Alexander and his Father mark what many (who know) would
call the first truly important historical bench mark of the modern eras.
Although long very long ago; in the over all scheme of time 332 BC would
certainly be considered recent. And in that it was Alexander who set into
motion the conditions and pathologies plaguing our
planet and psyches today and throughout history from that time
forward as a continuance of the events cast into being through his
actions, agents and lineage, it would be fair to say Alexander had a
Great Impact on ALL future events that would transpire from his
campaigns to this very day. Following Alexander's concurring of the then
Known World which ended with his so called poisoning (which in
actuality was his defeat at the hands of Hannibal) Alexander appointed
his General and LOVER Ptolemy Ruler over Egypt which began the
Ptolemaic Dynasty. The Ptolemaic dynasty, Πτολεμαῖοι, sometimes
also known as the Lagids or Lagides Ancient Greek: Λαγίδαι, from the
name of Ptolemy I's father, Lagus) was the Macedonian Greek Royal
Family which ruled the Ptolemaic Empire in Egypt during what is known
as the HELLenistic period. Their rule lasted for 275 years, from 305 BC
to 30 BC and were the last dynasty and caused the fall of ancient Egypt.

Ptolemy was appointed himself SATRA℗ or SAR/APES
image he created as "Soter" (Savior). The

The First Original Egyptian "Deities/Qualities"
The Father: Osiris, Son: Horus and The Holy
Mother: Isis ( Here's was the 1st. miracle
pregnancy without penetration.)

Ptolemy thought was a CROSS but if

you remember from earlier

study was in fact

the same ANK, now pronounced Aunk or Onk that w
learned earlier was not a religious nor spiritual device, it was a technological

Trinity Lamb ……………………..

Ptolemy (Alexander's Lover) was Serapis (Σέραπις, Attic/Ionian
Greek) or Sarapis (Σάραπις, Dorian Greek) is a Graeco-Egyptian god. Serapis was devised during the 3rd century BC on the
Shepherding The

orders of Ptolemy I of Egypt[1] to be worshiped by both the Greeks and Egyptians in his realm. The God Serapis was depicted as
Greek in appearance, but with Egyptian trappings, and combined iconography from a great many cults, signifying both abundance and
resurrection. A serapeum (Greek serapeion) was any temple or religious precinct devoted to Serapis. The cultus of Serapis was spread
as a matter of deliberate policy by the Ptolemaic kings, who also built

Forbidden Knowledge

BACK TO

Ptolemy: All the male rulers of the dynasty took the name
Ptolemy. Ptolemaic queens, some of whom were the sisters of their
husbands, were usually called Cleopatra, Arsinoe or Berenice. The
most famous member of the line was the last queen, Cleopatra VII,
known for her role in the Roman political battles between Julius Caesar
and Pompey, and later between Octavian and Mark Antony. Cleopatra's
suicide at the conquest by Rome marked the end of Ptolemaic rule
in Egypt. But as was stated above, the above events created by

Ptolemy, the decreed (self appointed)
through self proclamation "Savior" and
Christos or The Christ or Christ The
Savior was a matter that would be
further etched in stone by Ptolemy's
direct decedent Emperor
Constantine and The First
Ecumenical Council of Nicaea which
proclaimed in 325 AD that Ptolemy's
created image of SARAPIS would by
Decree of LAW FORMALLY be
PROClAMED the Son of God and
his relationship to God the Father the
construction of the first part of the Creed of
Nicaea, establishing uniform observance
of the date of Easter and promulgation of
early canon law.
S

The Bible is another matter:

It was the

creation of one man and his family: Piso As a primer the following
will provide some insight: I. THE GREAT SECRET--"FOR THERE IS
NOTHING COVERED THAT WILL NOT BE REVEALED" (Mat. 10.26)
The New Testament, the Church, and Christianity, were all the creation of the
Calpurnius Piso (pronounced Peso)1 family, who were Roman aristocrats. The New
Testament and all the characters in it--Jesus, all the Josephs, all the Maw, s all the
disciples, apostles, Paul, and John the Baptist--are all fictional. The Pisos created the
story and the characters; they tied the story into a specific time and place in history;
and
they connected it with some peripheral actual people, such as the Herods, Gamaliel,
the Roman procurators, etc. But Jesus and everyone involved with him were created
(that is, fictional!) characters.
In the middle of the first century of the present era, Rome was not at ease with the
growing problem. The Jewish religion was continuing to grow in numbers, adding ever
more proselytes. Jews numbered more than 8,000,000, and were120%o f the
population of the empire and 20%o f that portion living east of Rome.
Approximately half or more of the Jews lived outside Palestine, of which many were
3descended from proselytes, male and female.
However, Judaism’s ethics and morality were incompatible with the hallowed
Roman institution of slavery on which the aristocracy fed, lived and ruled. They feared
that Judaism would become the chief religion of the empire. The Roman author,
Annaeus
Seneca, tutor and confidant of Emperor Nero, suggested in a letter to his friend
Lucilius (a pseudonym of Lucius Piso) that lighting candles on Sabbaths
prohibited. 4 Seneca is later quoted by St. Augustine in his City of God5 (although the
quotation does not exist in Seneca’s extant writings) as charging that:
"the (Sabbath) customs of that most accursed nation have gained such strength that
they have been now received in all lands, the conquered have given laws to the
conqueror."
The family headed by Seneca’s friend, Lucius Piso, was confronted with an allied
problem more personal to it. They were the Calpurnius Pisos, who were descended
from statesmen and consuls, and from great poets and historians as well. Gaius Lucius
Calpurnius Piso, the leader of the family, had married Arria the younger (from her
grandfather’s name, Aristobulus). This made Lucius Piso’s wife the greatgranddaughter
of Herod the Great.
Repeatedly, religious-minded Judaean zealots were staging insurrections against the
Herodian rulers of Judaea who were Piso’s wife’s relations. Piso wished to strengthen
his wife’s family’s control of the Judaeans.
The Pisos searched for a solution to the two problems. They found it in the Jewish
holy books, which were the foundation both for the rapid spread of the religion and for
the zealots’ refusal to be governed by Rome’s puppets. The Pisos mocked, but
marveled
at, the Jewish belief in their holy books. Therefore, they felt a new "Jewish" book
would be the ideal method to pacify the Judaeans and strengthen their in laws’ control
of the country.
About the year, 60 A.D., Lucius Calpurnius Piso composed Ur Marcus, the first
version of the Gospel of Mark, which no longer exists. He was encouraged by his
friend
Seneca5a and assisted by his wife’s kinsman, young Persius the poet.
Nero’s mistress (later his wife) Poppea was pro-Jewish, and Nero opposed the plan.
The result was the Pisonian conspiracy to assassinate Nero, detailed in the historian
Tacitus. But this attempt failed when he aborted the plot. Instead, Nero had Piso and
Seneca and their fellow conspirators executed by forcing them to commit suicide.
He exiled Piso’s young son Arrius (spelled "Arius" herein), who appears in Tacitus
under several names, including "Antonius Natalis. "6 Nero sent young Piso to Syria as
governor. That post also gave him commando f the legions controlling Judaea. His own
"history" records his service in Judaea in the year 65 under the name of Gessius
Florus, and in 66 with the pseudonym Cestius Gallus.
This Arius Calpurnius Piso deliberately provoked the Jewish revolt in 66 so he could
destroy the Temple in Jerusalem--for the Jews were unwilling to accept his father’s
story and thereby become pacified by it as was intended. 7
However, his 12th Legion was caught by the zealots in the Pass of Beth Horon and
almost lost. Nero’s reaction was to exile him instead to Pannonia, to command a legion
there; and to send Licinius Mucianus to serve in Syria, and Vespasian to Judaea to put
down the Jewish revolt.
Then in 68 Nero was assassinated by his own slave Epaphroditus 8 -- who unknown to
his master was young Piso’s lackey. Galba became emperor and named Piso’s cousin,
Licinianus Piso9, as his intended successor; but Galba in turn was soon overthrown by
Otho. Otho was then overthrown by Vitellius--at which point Piso and his friends
began to flock together against the latter. The Pisos and Vespasian and Mucianus and
Tiberius Alexander (Philo’s nephew) all joined ranks behind Vespasian to seek to
overt1h0row
Vitellius.
Arius Calpurnius Piso was still commanding the 7th Legion in Pannonia 11 (AustriaHungary), and Vespasian sent him (now appearing in Tacitus with the name Marcus
Antonius Primus 12) south across the Alps to overthrow Vitellius. Meanwhile, the
main
body of Vespasian’s legions marched overland under Mucianus from the east towards
Rome. Piso succeeded in defeating Vitellius’ army and secured Rome for
Vespasian.13 Mucianus arrived and promptly sent him to Judaea to help Titus at the
siege of Jerusalem. He did so, and in 70 they assaulted the city, then the Temple,
burned
it, slaughtered many thousands, sent thousands more to slavery and gladiatorial
combat and death.
Then, Arius Calpurnius Piso wrote, in sequence, the following:
Gospel of Matthew 70-75 C.E.
Present Gospel of Mark 75-80 C.E.
Gospel of Luke (with help of Pliny the Younger) 85-90 C.E.
In the gospel story he inserted himself by playing the role not only of Jesus, but of all
the Josephs, as well. He particularly enjoyed assuming the identity of Joseph. Wishing
to create a Jewish hero, a savior, in fictional form, he (and his father before him), felt
the identity of a second Joseph secretly, but very aptly, fit them. For their name Piso
had the same four letters, rearranged, as the four Hebrew letters (Yud Vov Samech
Fey) which in that language spelled the name Joseph. Thus they saw themselves as the
new Joseph. That is why so much of the story of Joseph in Egypt is secretly redone and
inserted into the gospel story of Jesus.
The Jewish Joseph (of Genesis)
¯ 12 brothers
¯ Spices on the camels
¯ Joseph flees without his cloak from
Potiphar’s wife
*Joseph was sold for 20 pieces of silver
¯ Brother Judah suggests the sale
¯ Background was Egypt, bondage and
slaying of the first-born
*Miriam is sister of Moses, whose story is
sequel to that of Joseph.
The second Joseph (Jesus)
¯ 12 disciples
¯ Spices with the Magi
*The young disciple flees without his
cloak when Jesus is arrested.
¯ Jesus is sold for 30 pieces of silver
*Judas sells Jesus
*Background was flight to Egypt to avoid
Herod’s slaying of the male children
(Mt.2.13,16)
¯ Mariam is Jesus’ mother
The Jesus figure which Piso creates is a composite. He inserts redrawn elements
from Joseph in Egypt and other Jews of the Bible; elements from Essenic writings; and
characteristics of various pagan gods.
Piso plagiarized the Hebrew scriptures. Especially, he loved and borrowed freely
from the prophet Isaiah, whose 44th chapter was most helpful. Piso’s idea to make
Jesus a god to whom to bow, worship and pray came from Isaiah 44.17; and the idea to
phecies" in the Gospel of John, and in the writings of the church fathers. The
"prophecies"fit Jesus for the same reason Cinderella’s slippers fit her feet. The Jesus
story was deliberately written in such a way that it would fulfill the prophecies.
In addition to creating Jesus in literature, Piso created for himself another famus
literary role, that of a purported Jewish general and then historian: Flavius Josephus.
As Josephus, he contended he had bravely led his fellow Jews in the war in defending
Galilee against the Roman invaders! However, like Jesus, Josephus came only in
literature, that is, in Piso’s own writings. ’Under his fictional name of Flavius Josephus
he also wrote, during these approximate years the following:
¯ The Jewish War 75-80 C.E.
¯ Jewish Antiquities (Jewish Archaeology) 90-93 C.E.
¯ His purported autobiography entitled Vita in Latin (which
would be Bios in Greek)--which is also fictional 96-103 C.E.
¯ Contra Apionem 103-105 C.E.
Piso is known publicly in history only under his pen name of Flavius Josephus. He
does not appear as Arius Calpurnius Piso. His true identity is decipherable only by
reconstruction. With his father’s death at Nero’s hands in 65, the Pisos vanish from
public Roman history. For the next 73 years they are busy writing the NT and
tightening
their power over the known world; but they appear only under alias names. They
reappear as a family with Piso’s grandson Antoninus as emperor in 138, and are
thereafter known chiefly as the Antonines--but not as the Pisos!
II. THE JEWS REJECT THE STORY--HE CAME UNTO HIS
OWN AND HIS OWN RECEIVED HIM NOT (John 1.11)
His mother’s people rejected his tale and with good reason. They well knew he had
destroyed their Temple and City and slaughtered their people because of his senseless
hatred (John 15.25); and that he was now the author of the new fiction by which Rome
was hoping to control the Judaean masses. They also knew that while finishing the
Gospel of Matthew and writing his account of the war entitled the Jewish War, he was
the Roman general who in 73 destroyed the last three Jewish outposts: Machaerus,
Herodion, and then Masada.
In the semi-fictional story of the war which he wrote he gave himself, as conqueror of
Masada, the fictional name Flavius Silva.’ He knew the details of the siege of Masada
intimately because he was the the one who conducted it. He wrote that the defenders
who committed suicide totaled 9602 because (as the explanation later of his code
system
will explain) 600 stood for Christ, 300 stood for the Cross, and 60 stood for the name
Calpurnius Piso .
Then he inserted into the Gospel of Mark after the year 75 the fallen commander of
Masada, Eliezer ben Yair. 3 He makes him Jairus, in Mark 5.22. Then he puts him into
Luke 8.41 as Lazarus. He was teasing that he, Piso, because his alter ego creation was
Jesus, could heal and raise from the dead, whereas the Jews had been forced by him to
perish at Masada.
Because of the destruction in the war, Judaea after 70 was desolate and
underpopulated.
With little left to tax, the Herodian aristocracy had gone to Rome permanently
to live. The Sadducaean priesthood, appointees and in-laws of the Herods,
were dead at the revolutionaries’ hands, and the remainder scattered to Rome. Even
the Essenic visionaries in the desert were dead--at Piso’s hand.
The only surviving Judaean leadership were the non-political or fence-straddling
Pharisees, who after 70 changed their names to rabbis. The remaining Judaeans looked
to them for guidance. Their leader, Yochanan ben Zakai, had obtained Vespasian’s
permission to establish a school at Yavneh. In return the rabbis now taught pacifism
and accommodation to Vespasian’s imperial wishes.
But unlike the Herods before them, they were not fully practical. For they refused to
accommodate Piso’s wishes as to religion. They refused to instruct their people to
accept
his story.
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the little man up in the sycamore tree in Luke chapter 19, who becomes a follower of
Jesus. Rabbi Gamliel (Gamaliel) is inserted not only as the teacher of Paul (Acts 22.3)
but also as the speaker at the Council of Jerusalem warning that the apostles should be
let alone (Acts 5.38-39). Even Rabbi Akiva would be added to Acts: as Agabus (Acts
11.28 and 21.10) and as Sceva (Acts 19.14).
More vengeance was wrought by Piso by his picturing the Jews, in the successive
gospels, as increasingly evil. In Matthew chapter 23, Jesus repeatedly calls the scribes
and Pharisees hypocrites and even vipers--but does not include the people. In
Matthew 3.7, also, the Pharisees and Sadducees are called offspring of vipers--this
time by John the Baptist. But by the time of Luke 3.7, it is not merely the leaders but
the crowds whom John the Baptist calls the offspring of vipers. And in Acts 23.12
(written 96-100) it is "the Jews" (and not merely the Pharisees or Sadducees) who form
conspiracy to kill Paul. By the time of the Gospel of John (year 105), the author (Piso’s
son, Justus) has Jesus tell the Jews who challenge him, "You are of (your) father
devil…’(John 8.44)’
Even when Piso absolves the villains of culpability-- " Father, forgive them, for they
know not what they do"(Luke 23.34)--it is the Roman soldiers, and not the Jews,
whom he excuses. It was true that none of the actors knew what--because none of the
fictional characters could be present to observe the writing of the story!
The NT pictures the Jews as the enemies of Jesus, of Paul, and of the message of the
Gospel. Piso’s son Proculus, writing the Epistle to the Romans, in 11.28 explained the
reason why the Jews were being pictured as the enemies of the new belivers: "As
concerning the gospel (they, the Jews, are) enemies because of you" (for your sakes).
is, in order that the people would believe the story! The author of I and II John admits
why the Jews were then opposing the Gospel--they were refusing to confess that Jesus
Christ had come "in (the) flesh" (I John 4.3; II John, verse 7). The author’s response
was to label such opponents as deceivers and anti-Christ (ibid).
III. THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
BOOKS-- "LET GOD BE TRUE, BUT EVERY MAN A LIAR… "(Romans 3.4)
The main authors of the New Testament books were Arius Calpurnius Piso
(Josephus); his son, Fabius Justus; his granddaughter’s husband, Pliny the Younger;
and his son, Julius.
Following is a list of the actual authorship of each of the books of the New Testament:
APPROX.
NAME OF THE BOOK YEAR
WRITTEN
The original Mark 60 CE
Matthew 70-75
The present Mark 75-80
Luke 85-90
John 105
Acts of the Apostles 96-100
Romans 100
I Corinthians, Galatians
and Ephesians 100-103
II Corinthians, Ephesians 103-105
Colossians 106-107
I Timothy 105
II Timothy 107
THE ACTUAL AUTHOR
Lucius Calpurnius Piso
Arius Calpurnius Piso
Arius Calpurnius Piso
Arius Calpurnius Piso with Pliny’s help
Justus Calpurnius Piso
Chapters 1-15, A. C. Piso with Justus’ help;
chapters 16-17, by Justus; chapters 18-28,
some written by Justus, some by Pliny
Proculus Calpurnius Piso
Pliny
Justus
Justus with his son Julianus’ help
Pliny
Justus
Titus 103-105 Pliny
Philemon 105-110 Justus with help of Julianus
James 110 Justus
I and II Peter 110-115 Proculus
I, II, and III John 110-115 Julius Calpurnius Piso
Jude 110-115 Julius
Revelation 136-137 Julius
Hebrews 140 Flavius Arrianus (Arrian), aka Appian, younger
grandson of Piso by Claudia Phoebe
THE CHURCH FATHERS. Between 100 and 105 additional Christian books
were already being done--by the same authors who were finishing the New Testament
itself. Julius wrote an epistle as Clement of Rome. Pliny wrote a number of epistles as
St. Ignatius. Proculus wrote one as St. Polycarp. By these writings, the authors were
installing themselves, in their own time, as the legitimate successors of the apostles
Peter and Paul who had supposedly written in the middle of the past century. This
facade entitled them, as they now went among their new believers, to be the legitimate
propagandizers and interpreters of the Christian writings.
THES EPTUAGINT Father, too, was busy. Piso was amending the Greek Septuagint.
In his gospels he had strengthened his story by misquoting places from the
Hebrew Scriptures. He changed language in the Septuagint to make it conform with
the NT misquotes. That way, there would be an alleged "correct" translation of the
Hebrew Scriptures with which the NT quotations agreed
THEA POCRYPHPA is. o wished to create a strong foundation on which to place
the new faith. So between 100 and 115 he recreated the story of the "400 lost years" of
Jewish history. He did this by also writing most of the 14 books of the Apocrypha,
including Esdras, I Maccabees, Judith, Tobit, Bel and the Dragon. By making Jewish
history brave and glorious, the empire’s peoples would more readily accept it as their
own history and become the new Israel.
THE WRITINGS O F ARRIAN. Later, between 130 and 150, Arrian (Arrianus,
longer form of his grandfather’s name Arius) would emulate him. He would use Piso’s
pseudonyms of Flavius and Barnabas. And he would compose, in addition to Hebrews,
many Christian books: The Shepherd of Hermas, Barnabas, the Didache, Martyrdom
of Polycarp, Epistle to Diognetus; as well as 24 volumes on Roman history; an account
of Alexander’s campaign into India; the writings of the purported astronomer Ptolemy;
and the lecture notes of Epictetus, his Stoic instructor (whom he created!).
IV. THE NUMERICAL CODE SYSTEMS--PUTTING TWO &
TWO TOGETHER & GETTING 22/
Piso wished to insure that no other writers nor family could ever lay claim to the
authorship of his and his family’s great work. So he inserted various systems of code
into his NT writings, and similarly into his public writings under his Josephus name,
and
also into the Apocrypha each to express his and his family’s true identity. It was like
copyrighting his work.
Centuries before, the Greek philosopher Pythagoras I had developed the method of
expressing ideas through the numerical equivalents of a word’s letters. 2 Piso took and
refined this Pythagorean "mathematics" and by it utilized Greek numerical code,
basically three systems:
1. SMALLN UMBERING (When the same system was used by the Jews in
Hebrew, they called it Mispar Koran.) Each letter in Greek had a numerical equivalent.
But in small numbering, the zeros were deleted. Thus, in Greek his family name was
spelled Kalpournios Piso and had the following numerical equivalents:
K AA P O T P N I O E P I E O
20 + 1 + 30 + 80 + 70 + 400 + 100 + 50 + 10 + 70 + 200 = 41 80 + 10 + 200 + 800 =
19
The total of this word is 41 The total of this word is 193
TOGETHER THE TWO WORDS TOTALED 60
2. INITIALS YSTEMT.h is involved using only the initial letters of the names but
with full numerical (not small numbering) values:
¯ K was 20; P was 80; thus KP was 100.
¯ C (in Latin) was 100; P was 80; thus CP was 180.
¯ K was 20; P, which was R in Greek, was as R in Greek 100; thus KP was 120.
¯ C was 100; P, as R in Greek, was 100; thus CP was 200.
3. SEQUENCSEY STEMT. his was used with, and as an extension of, systems 1 or
2. Each Greek letter also had its assigned sequence in the order of the letters in the
alphabet.
Using the sequence system together with 1: the letter for 60 was CH which even today
appears as --- on the Papal Cross. That letter was the 14th letter of the alphabet.
Thus Kalpournios’’ Piso, which was expressed as 60, was also expressed as 14. That is,
14 became the secret equivalent of 60.
Using the sequence system together with 2: K was the 10th letter in sequence, and P
was the 16th. Thus KP was 26.
Examples o f his use of these numberings stems are as follows:
I. IN THEG OSPELS--The two chapters containing genealogies of Jesus are Matthew
1 and Luke 3. He used various methods to express those numbers which most
pertinently expressed his identity; namely, 41, 60, and 26.
IN MATTHEW, CHAPTER 1
41 The actual number of generations from Abraham to Jesus (count them!)
60 The crucial verse is Matthew 1.17, which recites 14 three times. One plus 17, plus
14 three times, is a total of 60.
26 The 1st chapter has total of 25 verses--that plus 1 (the first chapter) gives 26.
IN LUKE, CHAPTER 3
41 The 3rd chapter has 38 verses, total being 41.
60 The generations from Jesus back to Abraham (count them!) are 57. Fifty-seven
plus 3rd chapter totals 60.
26 The crucial verse is Luke 3.23 (which recites Jesus’ age as 30). Three plus 23 is 26.
Please note that Christians have been taught that the New Testament at that time did
not have numbering of the chapters and/or verses. That also is not true, as far as the
Pisos’ own copies were concerned. The family arranged the verses so that many of the
more important ones would, with the chapters, total Piso numbers, such as John 3.16
(total of 19), and John 8.32 (total of 40). That no chapter and/or verse numbering
appears on copies distributed to be read to the illiterate slaves and poor people is quite
immaterial.
Introducing the actual 57 generations in Luke chapter 3, is the statement in Luke
3.23 that Jesus was 30 years of age. It is, thereby, hinted that the 30 should be added to
the 57 which follows; thus, giving a total of 87. Then we should compare the 87 to the
actual 41 in Matthew chapter 1; and that gives a difference of 46.
Forty-six was Jesus Christ in small numbering, as when in the Gospel of John, the
Jews tell Jesus that the Temple was being built for 46 years.
But Piso had an even more pertinent reason for using this involved method to secretly
insert 46 in connection with 41. He was hinting that we should put the two numbers
together as 41.46 and then find that verse in Genesis. When we do that, we find the
verse which recites that Joseph was 30 years old when he stood before Pharaoh in
Egypt. By secretly thus hinting at Genesis 41.46, Piso was teasing that that chapter anti
verse in Genesis was the source for his idea to make Jesus 30 years of age.4 He was
saying that the Old Testament story of Joseph was the source of his idea to use the
Joseph story (that is, many elements in it) as redone by him for Jesus’ life, and the idea
remake himself as a fictional Joseph (that is, Josephus, a purported Jewish historian),
and also to insert himself as all the Josephs in the New Testament.
Following is a chart of the three numbering systems explained above:
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Pro- Small Initial Sequence
nounced Numbers System System
A a Alpha a 1 1 1
B/3 Beta b 2 2 2
P 3’ Gamma g 3 3 3
A 6 Delta d 4 4 4
E e Epsilon e 5 5 5
Z z Zeta z 7 7 6
H n Eta e 8 8 7
O o Theta th 9 9 8
I t Iota i 1 10 9
K x Kappa k 2 20 10
L l Lambda 1 3 30 11
M m Mu m 4 40 12
N v Nu n 5 50 13
ch Xi x 6 60 14
O o Omicron o 7 70 15
II p Pi p 8 80 16
P r Rho r, rh 1 100 17
S s Sigma s 2 200 18
T r Tau t 3 300 19
T v Upsilon u 4 400 20
¢I’ 4) Phi f 5 500 21
X X Chi ch 6 600 22
P Psi ps 7 700 23
O o Omega o 8 800 24
II. In his public writings as "Josephus."
Read the first couple pages of his Vita (his purported autobiography), and you will see
he uses in order the following numbers:
24 Insovs (Jesus) in small numbering.
9 The 9th letter was "I" which stood for Isous (Jesus).
14 Which was equivalent of 60 and, hence, KP.
16 The 16th letter in sequence in the alphabet was P (pronounced pie, as in pie in the
sky--Jesus).
19 Piso in small numbering in Greek was 19.
26 KP by the sequence system.
600 The letter X (pronounced "ch" in Greek) and which was the first letter
Christos in Greek. It was 600 by the initial system.
80 P, which stood for Piso, was 80 by the initial system.
The following are the main numbers the Pisos used in the New Testament and in
their public writings, and which have been used since by others; and why they used
them, that is, what each number represented to the Pisos and to others who later knew
the secret.
14--This 14th letter by the sequence system stood for 60 and, therefore for KP.
16--The 16th letter by the sequence system was P which stood for Piso.
19--Piso was 19 in small numbering (That is why in Judaism, the prayer against the
minim was the 19th prayer).
8 Roman historians (Seut. Nero 49, and Dip Cassius
63.29) explain merely that Epaphroditus assisted the
emperor’s suicide. See also Tacitus, Annals XV.55, footnote
2
9 Tacitus, Histories I. 14
10 Ibid II. 74-81
11 1bid III.2 footnote 1
12 IbM III.6. The realization that Marcus Antonius
Primus was a pseudonym of Arius Calpurnius Piso is based
on these factors:
(1) The name in Pliny’s letters under which Piso
the latter’s wife’s grandfather is Arius Antoninus.
(2) According to Suetonius (Lives of the Caesars,
Book IV. XXV), Emperor Gaius Caligula appropriated
Gaius Piso’s wife at Piso’s marriage. That would have
been about the year 36--the year before Arius’ birth.
Caligula is known to have been a descendant of Mark Anthony
(Marcus Antonius). Seemingly Suetonius was teasing
at the questioned paternity of Piso’s alter ego creation.
(3) Tacitus’ caustic descriptions of Marcus Antonius
Primus remind one of Piso.
(4) The idea to call Piso "Antonius Primus"--was
his own. It was Piso himself in his Jewish War IV.495 who
first detailed Antonius Primus’ campaign for Vespasian
against Vitellius. Also Josephus inserts "Antonius"
(himself!) as a centurion who dies at the capture
Jotapata (Jewish War III.333).
(5) Marcus Antonius Primus’ colleague in the campaign
against Vitellius is named Arrius Varus (Tacitus,
Histories Ili.6.). This is yet another alter ego of Piso
himself. In the mid-50’s, while in his late teens, young Piso
was a prefect of a cohort of legionnaires in the campaign
against Vologeses, King of Armenia--serving there (in
Tacitus Annals XIII.9) under the name Arrius Varius.
(6) His exploits as General Marcus Antonius Primus
account for his absence from Judaea in the years
67-69--between his defeat as Cestius Gallus and his reappearing
to assist Titus at the siege of Jerusalem in 70.
Rather than being Vespasian’s prisoner in chains, he was
his general, advancing on Rome in his behalf.
13 Tacitus, Histories, II1.82-86. Also "the supreme
authority was exercised by Antonius Primus" ibid IV.2.
II. THE JEWS REJECT THE
STORY-1 Flavius Josephus, The Jewish War, VII. 252
2 [bid VII.400
3 Ibid 11.447; VII.275,397
IV. THE NUMERICAL CODE
-SYSTEMS
1 Hall, Manley P., The Secret Teachings of All Ages, An
Encyclopedia Outline of Masonic, Hermetic, Qabbalistic
and Rosicrucian Symbolical Philosophy, 20th Edition,
Philosophical Research Society Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.,
1975. page LXV ff.
2 Ibid, page LXIX ff.
3 The spelling Piso was the family name in Latin. In
Greek it was Peison, whose letters totaled 29 in small
numbering. Infrequently, Piso used 70 (in Mat. 18.22, and
Luke 10.1, 17) which was a total of 41 and 29, to allude to
himself; but rarely did he use 29 alone. For usually he and
his family thought in terms of the Latin spelling, Piso, but
with the Greek numerical equivalents, whose letters totaled
19.
It should be noted, however, that Psalm 29 was chosen
for singing each Sabbath at conclusion of Torah reading.
4 An answer to Piso’s secret use of 41.$6 appears in the
Erev Yom Kippur hymn Ya’aleh. In it, the three words in
the first column were inserted because they totaled 41; and
the four words in the third column were chosen because
they totaled 46!
5 Philo of Alexandria and the Septuagin had for Moses’
sister also used the Greek spelling Mariam (assuming the
spelling in Philo had not been changed from Miriam by
Piso or his successors). But Aria with an "m" added on
each end did aptly fit as the name of Piso’s fictional wife.
6 Jewish War 1II.316, 406
7 See Dip Cassius LXIX.17(1), which is volume 8, page
455.
8 In which he also mocks Judaism, because 13 and 18
were two of the main numbers of the Jewish religion. A
Jewish response was to commence the singing of Psalms
113-118 on holidays.
9 Michel, John, City of Revelation, Ballantine Books,
NY, 1972, page 163
10 Historia Augusta (Scriptores Historia Augusta), Life
of Hadrian, XV.8
11 See Dip Cassius LXIX.17(1), volume 8, page 455.
V. SOUNDS, ANIMALS AND
ALLUSIONS-1 Josephus had inserted in his Jewish War a tower he
called afekou, where he said Jews had assembled, only to
flee on the advance of Cestius Gallus (11.513). The same
sound, afiku, in Aramaic, meant "you shall cast out."
And adding rain to it happened to produce the same sound
as the Greek afikomin, a form of afikneomai which meant
"to arrive at," "come to," "reach." Another form appears
as afiketo in Romans 16.19 with the meaning
"came" or "has come abroad."
VI. THE FAMILY IN THE NEW
TESTAMENT-1 Act I, Scene I, 68
2 II.7
3 ss 5 and 427
4 s 336
5 s 340
6 s 36
7 s 186
8 ss 177-178
9 ss271,294
10 Ante-Nicene Fathers, Wm. B. Eeerdman’s Publishing
Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., 1973, volume 1, chapter 117,
page 258
11 Tacitus, Dialogus De Oratoribus, Volume I (of
Tacitus), page 231
12 Plutarch’s Lives, Romulus, Modern Library, Random
House, NY, page 25
13 Virgil, Aeneid, II.694
VII.THE CREATION OF THE CHURCH
1 According to Dio Cassius (LXVII.17.1-2), the
assassination was supervised by Parthenius. That name
contains the letters Pius, which was one of the names, used
to describe the Pisos. Parthenius used Maximus (which
was Pliny’s pseudonym) and Stephanus as assasins. Also,
Apollonius of Tyana, the fictional Piso/Jesus, mounted a
rock at Ephesus and urged on Stephanus (Ibid. 18.1-2).
And Domitian had lived 44 years, 10 months, and 26 days;
and had reigned 15 years and 5 days. The numbers totaled
100--KP!
2 Supra
12 Plutarch’s Lives, Romulus, Modern Library, Random
House, NY, page 25
13 Virgil, Aeneid, II.694
VII.THE CREATION OF THE
CHURCH-1 According to Dio Cassius (LXVII.17.1-2), the
assassination was supervised by Parthenius. That name
contains the letters Plus, which was one of the names used to
describe the Pisos. Parthenius used Maximus (which was
Pliny’s alias) and Stephanus as assassins. Also, Apollonius
of Tyana, the fictional Piso/Jesus, mounted a rock at
Ephesus and urged on Stephanus (Ibid. 18.1-2). And Domitian
had lived 44 years, 10 months, and 26 days; and had
reigned 15 years and 5 days, The numbers totaled
100--KP!
2 Supra
3 She appears as "our sister Phoebe" in Romans 16.1 ; as
Claudia in II Timothy 4.21; and as Claudius Ephebus in I
Clement LXV.1. He appears as Pudens in II Tim. 4.21 (the
same verse as his wife); and as Fronto in Ignatius’ Epistle to
the Ephesians II. 1. Their marriage--she as Claudia Rufina
and he as Pudens--is praised by Valerius Martial (IV. 13).
Emperor Trajan’s public name was Marcus Ulpius Nerva
Trajan (Dio Cassius LXVIII.3(4). Rearranging the letters
of Ulpius produces one of his fictional names, Lupus.
4 The Biographical Index at the end of Pliny’s letters is
very helpful in interrelating, and hence deciphering, the
various names and identities.
5 These are published in the Loeb Classical Library
series, in Volume I of two volume set entitled Apostolic
Fathers.
6 Pliny, X.58.5 10 Ibid, X.58.6
7 Ibid, X.58.6 11 Ibid, X.58.5
8 Ibid, X.58.10 12 Ibid, X.60
9 Ibid, VI.31.3
13 Dio Chrysostom, 51st Discourse, Volume IV, page 327
14 Ibid, 21 st Discourse, Volume II, page 283
15 Pliny, III.21.2-3
16 Plutarch’s Moralia, Volume VIII, Table Talk, V. 673
17 Philo, The Embassy to Gaius, Volume X, 299-305 …..
18 Tacitus, Annals, XV.44
19 Suetonius, Nero 16.2
20 Ibid, Claudius 24.4
21 Address of Tatian to the Greeks, The Ante-Nicene Fathers.
Win. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.,
1975, ch. 32, vol II, page 78
VIII. HOW TO FIND JOSEPHUS AS THE AUTHOR
1 Vita ss 5, 426-427
2 Jewish War 1.54
3 Vita ss 96, 240
4 Ibid s 397
5 lbid s 5
6 Gospel of John was written by Fabius Justus
7 Pliny X.96
8 Ibid I.11, VII.2
9 Ibid IV.l.1
10 Ibid
11 He appears as various people with first name Julius.
12 The fictional Simon, who becomes Silas in Acts 15.22,
appears in Pliny’s letters as Sillius Proculus (III. 15); and his
son as Caesennius Silvanus (III.8).
IX. THE PROOF THAT JOSEPHUS
WAS REALLY CALPURNIUS PISO
1 Jewish War III.342-2 4 Ibid III.272, 278
2 Ibid III.391 5 Ibid III,401
3 Ibid III.407-408 6 Vita s 423
7 Jewish War II.499, 562-563
8 Ibid II.510
9 Ibid VII.59
10 Annals XVI. Notice the charge against Thrasea Paetus
in Annals XVI.22: "Either let us pass over to his creed, if it
is the better, or let these seekers after a new world lose their
chief and their instigator."
11 Annals XV.59. Notice his wife’s name was Satria Galla;
removing "s" and "t" from Satria produces "Aria." And
wife of Thrasea Paetus was likewise "Atria" (Annals
XVI.34)--merely a variant spelling. Arrius/Arria could be
spelled in the Greek style with one "r," or in Latin style
with two" r’s." As to Thrasea Paetus’ family, see footnote 3
on same page.
12 Annals XV.50
13 Annals XVI.33
X. THE INNER CIRCLE-1 C.S. Lewis, The Weight of Glory and other addresses, Win.
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.,
1977 pp 64-65
2 Ausubel, Nathan, The Book of Jewish Knowledge, Crown
Publishers Inc., NY, 1964, page 499
3 Ibid page 487
4 Ausubel, Nathan, Pictorial History of the Jewish People,
Crown Publishers Inc., NY, 1955, page 255
5 Encyclopedia Britannica, 1968 edition, volume 2, page 84
6 See Trachtenberg, Joshua, The Devil and the Jews,
Harper Torchbooks, Harper and Row, NY, 1977. Helpful
in creating this image was Jesus’ pronouncement to the
Jews, "You are of (your) father the devil" (John 8.44).
7 Hay, Malcolm, Thy Brother’s Blood, Hart Publishing Co.
Inc., NY, 1975, pp 3-4
8 Parrinder, Geoffrey, Jesus in the Qur’an, Oxford University
Press, NY, 1977, page 16
9 Encyclopedia of Islam, E.J. Brill, Leyden, 1908, volume
1, page 793; volume 3, pp 506-507
10 Budge, Wallis, Sir E. A., Amulets and Superstitions, Dover
Publications Inc., NY, 197B (paperback edition) page 441
11 The New Encyclopedia Britannica, 15th edition, 1974,
Macropaedia, Karl Marx, Volume 11, page 549
12 Schweitzer, Albert, The Quest of the Historical Jesus, Macmillan
Publishing Co. Inc., NY, 1968 (paperback edition),
page 158 et al
13 Smith, Homer, W., Man and his Gods, Grossetts’
Universal Library, Grossett and Dunlap, NY, 1956, page
190
XI. -TH- E TRUTH MAKES FREE
1 Fackenheim, Emil L., The Jewish Return to History etc.,
Schocken Books, NY, 1978
MORE TO COME

CLOVIS 1 (d. 511 C.E.)
M. EVOCHILDE
M. CLOTHILDA
|
CHLOTHAR 1
M. RADEGUNDA
|
CHILPERIC 1
M. GALSWITHA
M. FREDEGONDE
|
CHLOTHAR 2
M. ( 3 WIVES )
|
DAGOBERT 1
M. ( 5 WIVES )
|
SIGISBERT 3
M. IMMACHILDE
|
DAGOBERT 2
M. MATHILDE
M. GISELLE DE RAZES
|
ADELA/IDA OF NIVELLES
M. PEPIN OF LANDEN
M. ALBERIC
|
BEGGA
M. ANSEGIS
|
PEPIN OF HERISTAL
M. PLECTRUDE
M. ALPAIS
|
CHARLES MARTEL
M. CONCUBINE?
|
PEPIN THE SHORT
M. BERTRADA/BERTHA
|
CHARLEMAGNE
M. ( 5 WIVES )
|
LOUIS 1 THE PIUS
M. IRMENGARD
M. JUDITH
|
LOUIS THE GERMAN *
M. EMMA OF BAVARIA
LOUIS THE GERMAN *
M. EMMA OF BAVARIA
|
CARLOMAN
M. LITWINDE
|
ARNULF
M. ODA
|
HEDWIGE
M. OTTO OF SAXONY
|
HENRY THE FOWLER
M. MATILDA
|
HEDWIG
M. HUGH THE GREAT (DE GROOT)
|
HUGH CAPET
M. ADELIZA DE AQUITAINE

device used to imprint
into the
ISSEU who had received the anointing or the gene which unlocked the pineal
gland so souls may enter which as you may remember was the significant to
Prince EA being from the point of his interaction with it ("THE ANK" ) known for
as being associated with the (unauthorized) used of the ARI-ANS, SSS-TA
Queens' christen mind-manipulation technology and the ANK activated and
utilized via the ANK which was for that same reason the point in which Prince
AE would be now referred to as EUKI )

CONSTANTINA

M. LICINIUS
|
LICINIANUS
M. CONCUBINE?
|
VALENTINIAN 1
M. JUSTINA
|
VALENTINA JUSTINA
M. THEODOSIUS MAGNUS 1
|
'ARCHADIUS' CLAUDIUS CLAUDIANUS
M. EUDOXIA
M. SIEGSE
|
MEROVECH MEROVEE (THE YOUNG)
M. CONCUBINE?
|
CHIDERICH CLAUDIOS 1
M. ANDOVERA
|
CLOVIS 1
M. EVOCHILDE
M. CLOTHILDE

of Egypt after Alexander's death in 323 BC. In 305 BC, he declared
himself King Ptolemy I, and later self pro-claimed the

This in no manner is to imply there was no individual we
know as Jesus: CLICK THIS LINK

PTOLEMY BAR MENNEUS
M. CONCUBINE?
M. ALEXANDRIA REGENT
|
MARIAMNE 1
M. KING HEROD (THE GREAT)
|
ARISTOBULUS
M. BERENICE
|
MARIAMNE (ARRIA THE ELDER)
M. T. FLAVIUS SABINUS 2
|
MARIAMNE (CAECINA ARRIA THE YOUNGER)
M. SILLIUS DOMITIUS
M. GAIUS CALPERNIUS PISO
M. LUCIUS CALPERNIUS PISO
***************

CALPERNIUS PISO

2 which I call Opening The Door: However, before doing so, I feel it
would make sense to first provide you with a couple factual items which
may help you in comprehending not only the importance of the fact you
are about to be provided, these tidbits may also help you to appreciate
the nature of what you up to this point had believed to be so. The very
first thing one should understand as we enter into part two is that up to
this point in time the information you have been TRAINED to believe has
most likely (for most) been simply a tools or mechanisms to keep you
Socially, Emotionally, Politically, Intellectually, Spiritually OPPRESSED.
And for many you may also add another "ly": Economically!

the Memphis region. "Apis served as an intermediary between humans and an allpowerful god (originally Ptah, later Osiris, then Atum)." [quote: Virtual Egyptian
Museum]- which also had an alternatively spelled Hapi-ankh and ANKh which

7 (THE CLEOPATRA)
M. JULIUS CAESAR
N. MARK ANTONY

M. JULIANUS
|
MARCUS AURELIUS (THE EMPEROR)
M. FAUSTINA 2
|
CRISPUS COMMODUS
M. BRUTTIA CRISPINA
|
CLAUDIA CRISPINA
M. EUTROPIUS
|
CLOVIS CONSTANTIUS 1 (CLORUS)
M. THEODORA
M. ST. HELENA
_________________|_________________
|
|

existed!
The following is only an aspect of the facts which will be revealed in Part

Egyptians were forced to accepted the Ptolemies as the successors
to the pharaohs of independent Egypt. Ptolemy's family ruled Egypt
until the Roman conquest of 30 BC. The above image created by
Sarapes (which derives from the combining of the two names SAR (Osur
also pronounced by some as OSAR which is relative to SAR and Osiris
of Ancient Egyptian deity of the underworld and APES referring to Apis
the Egyptian Mythology or Hapis (THE BULL-DEITY that was worshipped in
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MARIAMNE (CAECINA ARRIA THE YOUNGER)
M. GAIUS CALPERNIUS (CAESONINUS) PISO
|
ARRIUS (ANTONINUS) CALPERNIUS PISO (JOSEPHUS)
M. BOIONIA PROCILLA SERVILIA
|
POMPEIA PLOTINA CLAUDIA PHOEBE PISO
M. CORELIUS RUFUS
M. TRAJAN (THE EMPEROR)
|
DOMITIA LUCILLA 2

Side

you.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT

M. ROXANNA & STATIRA

Alexander and his General Ptolemy WERE

LOVERS SIONCE CHILDHOOD

|
ROBERT 2
M. (THREE WIVES)
|
HENRY 1
M.
|
PHILIP 1
M.
|
LOUIS 6 THE FAT
M.
|
LOUIS 7 THE YOUNG
M. (THREE WIVES
|
PHILIP 2 AUGUSTUS
M. ISABELLA
M. INGEBERG OF DENMARK
|
LOUIS 8
M.
|
LOUIS 9 (ST. LOUIS) (c. 1226-1270)
M.
|
PHILIP 3 OF FRANCE
M.
|
CHARLES OF VALOIS
M. MARGARET
|
PHILIP 6 (c. 1328-1350) *
M. BLANCHE DE EVREUX
PHILIP 6 (c. 1328-1350) *
M. BLANCHE DE EVREUX
|
JOHN 2 THE GOOD
M. BONA
|
LOUIS 1 (DUKE OF ANJOU)
M.
|
LOUIS 2
M. IOLANDE OF ARAGON
|
RENE D'ANJOU 1 (THE GOOD)
M. ISABEL OF LORRAINE
M. JEANNE DE LAVAL (SISTER OF BLUEBEARD?)
|
IOLANDE DE BAR
M. FERRI 2 (FREDERICK)
|
RENE D'ANJOU 2 (DUKE OF LORRAINE, d. 1508)
M. PHILIPPINA DE GUELDRE
|
ANTOINE 2 DE LORRAINE
M. RENEE DE BOURBON
|
FRANCOIS DE LORRAINE
M. CHRISTINA OF DENMARK
|
CHARLES 3
M. CLAUDIA DE FRANCE
|
HENRY 2 DE LORRAINE
M. MARGUERITE DE GONZAGA
|
CLAUDIA DE LORRAINE
M. NICOLAS-FRANCIS DE LORRAINE
|
CHARLES 5 DE LORRAINE
M. ELEONORE-MARIE VON HAPSBURG
|
LEOPOLD DE LORRAINE
M. ELIZABETH D'ORLEANS
|
FRANCIS, DUKE OF LORRAINE
M. MARIA THERESA
|

MARIE ANTOINETTE

M. KING LOUIS 16 OF FRANCE (c. 1776, AMERICAN REVELATION)
TRACKING FROM ANOTHER VANTAGE POINT FORWARD:
|
SIGISBERT 4
M. MAGDALA
|
SIGISBERT 5
M. CONCUBINE?
|
BERA 3
M. OLBA
|
GUILLAUME
M. ( 2 WIVES )
|
BERA 4
M. ROMILLE
|
ARGILA
M. REVERGE
|
BERA 5
M. CONCUBINE?
|
HILDERIC 1
M. CONCUBINE?
|
SIGISBERT 6 ('PRINCE URSUS')
M. ROTILDE
SIGISBERT 6 ('PRINCE URSUS')
M. ROTILDE
|
GUILLAUME 2
M. IDOINE
|
GUILLAUME 3
M. CONCUBINE?
|
ARNAUD
M. CONCUBINE?
|
BERA 6
M. CONCUBINE?
|
SIGISBERT 7
M. CONCUBINE?
|
HUGUES 1
M. ANNA
|
JEAN (JOHN) 1
M. ISABEL
|
HUGUES
M. AGNES
|
EUSTACHE 1
M. MAHAUDE DE LOUVAIN
|
EUSTACHE 2
M. IDE DE ARDENNES
|
BALDWIN 2
M. CONCUBINE?
|
MELISENDE
M. FULK 5 OF ANJOU
|
GEOFFREY PLANTAGENET (THE FAIR) OF ANJOU
M. MATILDA
|
HENRY 2 (KING OF ENGLAND)
M. ALIX DE PORHOET
M. ELEANOR OF AQUITAINE
|
JOHN (c. 1199-1216) *
M. ISABELLA OF ANGOULEME
JOHN (SON OF HENRY 2, c. 1199-1216) *
M. ISABELLA OF ANGOULEME
|
HENRY 3
M. ELEANOR OF PROVENCE
|
EDWARD 1 (c. 1290)
M. MARGARET OF FRANCE & ELEANOR OF CASTILE
_________________|_________________
|
|
ELIZABTH
EDWARD 2 (c. 1307-1327)
M. FERGUS, LORD OF GALLOWAY
M.
|
UCHTRED OF GALLOWAY
M. GUNNILDE OF DUNBAR (DES. ETHELRED 2, d.1016)
|
ROLAND, LORD OF GALLOWAY
M. ELENA DE MORVILLE
|
ALAN, LORD OF GALLOWAY
M. DAUGHTER OF HUGH DE LACY, EARL OF ULSTER
|
HELEN OF GALLOWAY
M. ROGER DE QUINCY (DES. HENRY 1, FR.,d.1060)
|
ELIZABETH DE QUINCY
M. ALEXANDER COMYN, 2ND EARL OF BUCHAN
|
ELIZABETH COMYN
M. GILBERT DE UMFREVILLE
|
ROBERT DE UMFREVILLE
M. LUCY DE KYME
|
ELIZABETH DE UMFREVILLE
M. GILBERT DE BOROGHDON
|
ELEANOR DE BOROGHDON
M. HENRY TALBOYS
|
WALTER TALBOYS
M. MARGRET TALBOYS
M. JOAN TALBOYS = ANDREW LUTTRELL
|
SIR JOHN TALBOYS
M. AGNES COKEFIELD
M. HAWISE LUTTRELL = SIR GODFREY HILTON
|
JOHN TALBOYS
M. KATHRINE CIBTHORPE
|
MARGARET TALBOYS *
M. JOHN AYSCOUGH *
MARGARET TALBOYS *
M. JOHN AYSCOUGH *
|
ELIZABETH AYSCOUGH
M. WILLIAM BOOTH
|
JOHN BOOTH
M. ANNE THIMBLEBY
|
ELEANOR BOOTH
M. EDWARD HAMBY
|
WILLIAM HAMBY
M. MARGARET BLEWETT
|
ROBERT HAMBY
M. ELIZABETH ARNOLD
|
CATHERINE HAMBY OF MASS.
M. EDWARD HUTCHINSON
|
ELISHA HUTCHINSON
M. HANNAH HAWKINS (1)
M. ELIZABETH CLARKE (2)
_________________|_________________
|
|
EDWARD HUTCHINSON
HANNAH HUTCHINSON
M. LYDIA FOSTER
M. JOHN RUCK
|
|
ELIZABETH HUTCHINSON
HANNAH RUCK
M. NATHANIEL ROBBINS
M. THEOPHILUS LILLIE
|
|
EDWARD H. ROBBINS
JOHN LILLIE
M. ELIZABETH MURRAY
M. ABIGAIL BRECK
|
|
ANNE JEAN ROBBINS
ANNA LILLIE
M. JOSEPH LYMAN 3
M. SAMUEL HOWARD
|
|
CATHERINE ROBBINS LYMAN
HARRIET HOWARD
M. WARREN DELANO JR.
M. SAMUEL PRESCOTT PHILLIPS FAY
|
|
SARA DELANO
SAMUEL HOWARD FAY
M. JAMES ROOSEVELT
M. SUSAN SHELLMAN
|
|
FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT HARRIET ELEANOR FAY
M. ANNA ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
M. JAMES SMITH BUSH
|
SAMUEL PRESCOTT BUSH
M. FLORA SHELDON
|
PRESCOTT SHELDON BUSH *
M. DOROTHY WALKER *
|
GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH JUST ANOTH INTERESTING TIDBIT IS THAT GEORGE'S MOTHER

M. BARBARA PIERCE - HER FATHER IS UNDERSTOOD TO BE ALEISTER CROWLEY

ALEISTER CROWLEY THE MAN WHO CALLED HIMSELF TO BE THE BEAST
GORGE W. BUSH'S
GRANDFATHER CROWLEY

